
  

  

 

Investment 

Consultant Objectives 
Aon’s comments 

This paper provides the agreed objectives and some 

commentary, where appropriate, on the actions completed by 

Aon to meet these objectives over 2022. 

Background 

On 10 June 2019, the Competition & Markets Authority ("CMA") introduced 

new duties for 'Pension Scheme Trustees' (whose definition now includes 

Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) Committees) via an Order 

which took effect from 10 December 2019. One of the newly introduced 

duties was for Committees to set objectives for their Investment Consultant 

("IC").  

In November 2019 the Committee agreed a set of objectives against which 

they would assess Aon for the year to 10 December 2020.  

The regulatory requirement was to have these IC Objectives in place, 

which has been met. However, we also believe it is best practice to 

periodically review the objectives themselves to ensure they reflect the 

Committee’s beliefs, and also assess Aon’s performance against them. 

This document provides a reminder of the agreed objectives in place, in 

addition to commentary, where appropriate, on actions completed by Aon 

to meet these objectives for the one-year period to 10 December 2022. 

The Committee should also consider whether the objectives remain 

appropriate for Aon for the 2022/23 annual period or whether changes are 

needed to better assess Aon's performance.  

  

  
 

Why bring you this note? 

To aid Committee’s 

assessment of Aon’s 

performance against the 

agreed Investment Consultant 

objectives and to determine 

whether the objectives remain 

appropriate for the next period. 

Next steps 

▪ Review Aon’s commentary 

▪ Determine whether any 

changes are required for the 

objectives 

Prepared for: The Pension Policy & Investment Committee ("the Committee") 

Prepared by: Aon 

Date: 23 February 2023 
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Investment Consultant Objectives 
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1. Strategy 

A The IC, Aon, will help the Committee formulate and understand their collective investment beliefs. 

B The IC will support the Committee in determining the composition of the strategic asset allocation and will help the 

Committee build a suitably diversified portfolio to meet its investment objectives. 

C The IC will support the Committee with respect Responsible Investment (RI) and Stewardship matters. 

 

Aon actions and comments 

▪ Discussed the Committee’s Responsible Investment beliefs and engagement framework for implementing a Net Zero 

target at the October 2022 Responsible Investment workshop. 

▪ Proposed a Net Zero engagement framework which included sending a Responsible Investment questionnaire to the 

Fund’s managers and collating responses to enable the Committee to set achievable short-term and specific targets. 

▪ Drafted a Responsible Investment beliefs document to formally document the Committee’s beliefs. 

▪ The Committee and Officers are provided with a quarterly Investment Dashboard which outlines the performance of 

the Fund on a quarterly and annual basis, with long-term performance periods included in the more detailed quarterly 

Investment Report provided to the Officers. 

▪ Strategy review scheduled in early 2023 to review the Fund’s investment portfolio. 

▪ Presented ESG dashboard to the Committee, which provided detailed ESG information on holdings (including 

comparison on carbon emissions and Aon’s ESG ratings). Access to the Committee provided to the data through 

portal login. 

 

2. Implementation and LGPS Pooling 

A The IC will work alongside Members, Officers and the London CIV to develop / provide suitable investment solutions 

for the Fund. 

b The IC will assist the Members and Officers with understanding the offerings provided by the London CIV. 

c Where required, the IC will support the Officers with any asset transitions and help to effectively plan for, and 

mitigate, the key risks associated with transitioning assets (e.g. out of market risk).  

 

Aon actions and comments 

▪ Worked closely with Officers to ensure the Committee are regularly informed of key developments and updated 

offerings on the London CIV platform. 

▪ Provided detailed performance analysis and recommendations in relation to Longview, the equity manager invested 

through the London CIV’s Equity Focus Fund, after a protracted period of poor performance.   

▪ Provided advice and next steps on redemption of LaSalle property fund. 

▪ Provided advice on rebalancing of the Fund’s portfolio to strategic allocation, considering Aon’s views and timing of 

transitions. 
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3. Monitoring 

a The IC will keep the Members and Officers updated, on a timely basis, of any material developments with any of the 

Fund's investment managers held outside the London CIV. 

b The IC will provide sufficient, clear and accurate monitoring of the Fund's asset allocation vs. strategic target and 

provide advice on rebalancing where appropriate. 

 

Aon actions and comments 

▪ The Committee and Officers are provided with a Quarterly Investment Dashboard which outlines the performance of 

the Fund on a quarterly and annual basis, alongside key market metrics such as yields. The Officers also receive a 

longer report on a quarterly basis with manager performance commentary. 

▪ The Fund's relative asset allocation (vs strategic benchmarks) is provided and discussed on a quarterly basis. 

▪ Produced Economic and Market Updates at Committee meetings that provide an overview of key market 

developments and Aon’s latest investment outlook views. 

▪ Updates and advice on developments to any of the Fund's investment managers are communicated to the Officers 

and Committee through quarterly monitoring reports and 'Flash' reports. This includes updates on any managers also 

held through the London CIV. 

 

4. Compliance 

a The IC will provide advice on the appropriate changes to the Fund's Investment Strategy Statement following any 

changes to Investment Strategy (or at least once every three years). 

b The IC will keep the Members and Officers informed of any changes to relevant legislation and meet the 

Committee’s investment training requirements.  This should include any best practice initiatives. 

 

Aon actions and comments 

▪ Relevant regulatory updates provided at Committee meetings. 

▪ Discussed relevant regulation at the Responsible Investment workshop in October 2022 and how it can help the Fund 

in its net zero ambition. 

▪ Advice to be provided on update to Investment Strategy Statement following 2023 Investment strategy review. 
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5. Client servicing and relationship management 

a The IC will produce investment reports, briefing papers and investment advice in good time ahead of Committee 

meetings. 

b The IC will respond to email requests and voicemails on a timely basis. 

c The IC will provide advice in a clear and concise manner, limiting the use of jargon and ensuring that the Members 

and Officers understand the key messages. 

 

Aon actions and comments 

▪ Market updates are provided at quarterly meetings along with relevant thought pieces from Aon's asset allocation 

team on market developments. 

▪ Regular communications with Officers both ahead of and post every Committee meeting to ensure alignment on 

agenda items, papers and meeting feedback.  

▪ Clearly communicated changes to Aon’s client service team in advance of any departure date and implemented an 

overlapping working period between those departing (Joseph Peach) and those incoming (Max Meikle), to ensure no 

lapses in client knowledge and quality of delivery of client work.  

 

 



 

  

  

 

Colin Cartwright 

Partner 

0207 086 9044 

Colin.cartwright@aon.com 

 

  

  

Max Meikle 

Investment Consultant 

0207 086 1042 

Max.meikle.2@aon.com 

 

  

  
 

  
 

 

 

Aon plc (NYSE:AON) exists to shape decisions for the better - to protect and enrich the lives of people 
around the world. Our colleagues provide our clients in over 120 countries and sovereignties with 
advice and solutions that give them the clarity and confidence to make better decisions to protect and 
grow their business. 

Follow Aon on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. Stay up-to-date by visiting the Aon 
Newsroom and sign up for News Alerts here. 

 

Copyright © 2023 Aon Solutions UK Limited and Aon Investments Limited. All rights reserved. aon.com. Aon Wealth 
Solutions’ business in the UK is provided by Aon Solutions UK Limited - registration number 4396810, or Aon 
Investments Limited – registration number 5913159, both of which are registered in England and Wales have their 
registered office at The Aon Centre, The Leadenhall Building, 122 Leadenhall Street, London EC3V 4AN. Tel: 020 
7623 5500. Aon Investments Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  This document 
and any enclosures or attachments are prepared on the understanding that they are solely for the benefit of the 
addressee(s). Unless we provide express prior written consent no part of this document should be reproduced, 
distributed or communicated to anyone else and, in providing this document, we do not accept or assume any 
responsibility for any other purpose or to anyone other than the addressee(s) of this document. In this context, “we” 
includes any Aon Scheme Actuary appointed by you. To protect the confidential and proprietary information included 
in this document, it may not be disclosed or provided to any third parties without Aon’s prior written consent. 
  

Disclaimer 

This document and any due diligence conducted is based upon information available to us at the date of this 
document and takes no account of subsequent developments. We will not provide any updates or supplements to 
this document or any due diligence conducted unless we have expressly agreed with you to do so.  
In preparing this document we may have relied upon data supplied to us by third parties (including those that are the 
subject of due diligence) and therefore no warranty or guarantee of accuracy or completeness is provided. We 
cannot be held accountable for any error, omission or misrepresentation of any data provided to us by third parties 
(including those that are the subject of due diligence). This document is not intended by us to form a basis of any 
decision by any third party to do or omit to do anything.  
Notwithstanding the level of skill and care used in conducting due diligence into any organisation that is the subject of 
a rating in this document, it is not always possible to detect the negligence, fraud, or other misconduct of the 
organisation being assessed or any weaknesses in that organisation's systems and controls or operations.  
Any opinions or assumptions in this document have been derived by us through a blend of economic theory, 
historical analysis and/or other sources. Any opinion or assumption may contain elements of subjective judgement 
and are not intended to imply, nor should be interpreted as conveying, any form of guarantee or assurance by us of 
any future performance. Views are derived from our research process and it should be noted in particular that we 
cannot research legal, regulatory, administrative or accounting procedures and accordingly make no warranty and 
accept no responsibility for consequences arising from relying on this document in this regard. Calculations may be 
derived from our proprietary models in use at that time. Models may be based on historical analysis of data and other 
methodologies and we may have incorporated their subjective judgement to complement such data as is available. It 
should be noted that models may change over time and they should not be relied upon to capture future uncertainty 
or events. 
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